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CONSULTATION WITH THE WISCONSIN DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION.

ON RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND-PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING ISSUES

Report by Susan Shea Berkeley Planning Associates, September 1982, 13 pp.

This report offers constructive comments on several of the innovative

management tools implemented by the Wisconsin Division of Vocational_

Rehabilitation. Issues addressed with respect to the agency's case ser-

vice resource allocation formula include: 1) whether the allocation for7Uld

is intended (and is perceived by' staff) to create performance incentives

of various kinds; 2Y whether a cost-efficiency measure should be built

into the formula; 3). whether alternative performance outcome measures

(other than the number of "26 closures") should be built into the formula;

and 4) how the VISICALC. 'software package could be used on the agency's.:

microcomputer to examine the, paential effects of various changes in the

resource allocation formula. Issues addressed in the area of performance

contracting include: 1) how the system can be made more comprehensive;

2) suggestions for more clearly, tying field office performance on contract

targets to rewards within the DVR system; and 3) ways to use the performance

contracting system as a diagnostic tool in connecting

Agency Contact: Patricia Kallsen, Administrator
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
Wisconsin Department of Health and Social Services
131 W. Wilson Street 7th Floor
Madison, Wisconsin 53703



The following text has been adapted from a memorandum prepared by

the TA consultant for the Wisconsin Division of Vocational Rehabilitation.

For the general reader, the following glossary may be Useful:

WDVR = WiscOnsin Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

SD r= severely disabled

DPB = Wisconsin Divisionrof Policy and Budget
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INTRODUCTION

The TA consultant was- invited by the Wisconsin Division of Vocational
,

Rehabilitation to view several key agency management and policy issues

from an outside perspective, in order to provide, in WDVR's words, "an

external lens on the agency's-processes and formulae." The two issues

addressed in this memorandum -- resource allocation and performance con-

tracting -- are among the issues which have received WDVR attention as

part of a recent reorganization of central office and field management

responsibilities. The state has established performance contracts

each of.its field office, has incorporated some data on office. performance

in its resource allocation,process, and is considering further decentrali-

zation of resource allodation decisions. The discussions and suggestions

contained in this report are intended to offer Wisconsin DVR a fresh look

at some of its more innovative manageMent.tools, as it proceeds to make

decisions on these issues.

RESOURCE ALLOCATION ISSUES

.The following discussion focuses on the case service allocation

formula itself, rather than on trade-offs between facility versus case

service resource allocation

the allocation of resources

visit, WDVR\staff indicated

fically of the case service

Although some time was spent discussing

to facility contracts during the TA consultant's

a priority interest in outside review speci-

allocation formula. Moreover, with the recent

implementation of an RFP process for facility resourceallocation, several

'of the previous problems associated with facility contracts and resource

allocation seem to have been resolved.

Strengths of the WDVR Case Service Allocation Formula

The formula offers-a straightforward method,A.411oCating case service

dollars to field offices, with face validity and with ties to 1) need

(population variable), 2) leVel of effort (caseload variable), 3) difficulty



of caseload (severely disabled (SD) ariable), and 4) performance

(26 Closureyariable). The formula is sufficiently direct and.simple

that it can be clearly understood by central office managers and field

managers and staff alike in its potential consequences. Wi-sconsin is

one of very; few states incorporating elements of field.office Lerformance

into its resource allocation method and, as such, has drawn the interest

of RSA and, others.

Evaluation of the Formula: Should the Formula Be Changed?

The questi6n of whether the, formula, or any ef its elements, should be

revised has been posed by WDVR ---should other variables be, added to

the formula, should weights be altered? Evaluating the formula in this

\' regard requires two things': 1) an understanding of the intended effect

of the formula; and 2) a'base of data for analysis of the use of alterna-
.

tive formul.s.

At this time, there is a major lack of readily accessible data (by

field offices) on previous allocations,(prior to the formula) compared with

current allocations (using the formula); or alternative allocations (using

current field office caseload and performance data) based on variations.
r.

of the curreneformula (different variables, weights). ,This lack of

readily-accessible data presents a significant barrier to outside evalua-

tion of the formula as well as to internal WDVR management evaluation of

the formula. WDVR's recognition of this gap led to their request that

a priority focus of this technical assistance he on providing a simulation

package for examining alternative formulas.

We.recommend the use, of an electronic spread sheet software package.

such as VISICALC or SUPERCALC for this purpose. Our discussions with

WDVR staff indicate that WDVR already has this capability through its

WANG and/or APPLE microcommters in the central office. The use of a

package such as VISICALC requires no programming knowledge, and\rus' no

reliance on outside programmers, no...computer time expense, and no inefficient

waiting for.access to state Computing facilities when there is queuing based

on other state agencies' priorities forcomputer, use. The use of an elec.=

tronic spread sheet is easily learned by central offiCe evaluation, planning,,

and management'staff, and is immediately accessible once learned. It is



our understanding that few, if any., of the 'staff have yet had the opportunity

to actually learn and use an electronic spread sheet, but I can report

from my own experience that the learning process is very short (one-half

to one day) and, because it is 'a "learning 'by doink" approach, WDVR will

be obtaining data and insights.into the case service allocation issues

even during the learning period. Use of VISICALC (or probably any micro-

computer "package") will have much more stringent limitations on memory

storage capacity than use ,of simulation programs using higher level

languages on a main frame coMputer, but for the kind of "playing around"

with alternative formulas envisioned by WOVR, this limitation should not

outweigh the advantages of'VISICALC or a similar package as a management

tool. The last topic under resource allocation, below,'presents some

illustrative.simulations using VISICALC, but before turning to the VISICALC,

simulations, we discuss the intended-effects of the resource allocation

formula and the possibility of adding an efficiency measure to the formula.

Intended Effect of the Formula: Performance Incentive,Or Not?

Interviews with a variety of central office and4ield staff indica

some divergence of conceptions about the purpose of the fcrmula. There !

appear to be differing conceptiOns even among central office staff as to

whether the formula is intended to have an incentive effect in improvink

field officeperformance, increasing service to severely diSabled clients,

etc. Some say that this type of incentive effect is intended; others say

that such an incentive effect-would be a desirable outgrowth of basing

resource allocation in part on performance and caseload, but that this

was not the stated intention. Some say that an incentive effect is

not intended -- that this would be the province of performance con-
-

tracting. Those who do net see performance incentives as a goal of the

resource, allocation formula, see the purpose of the formula as simply pro -

viding a credible: means of allocating dollars, with "face validity" in

terms of performance; they see the idea as providing field.offices some

feeling of "control" over resources, :since population (a "given," over

which the field.offices, of course, have no control) is.now only controlling

50% of, the allocation.



Although the discussions reported above indicated a wide variation in

perception of the intended effect of the formula, key management! actors do

not currently appear to intend the resource allocation formula to serve as. ,

a performance incentive for field offices. However, we recommend that central

office management staff clarify explicitly for themselves, andifor field

offices, whether an incentive is intended.. If such an effect is intended,

then it is important to analyze the effect of the, current formula allocation

--process to determine whether intended incentive effects have occurred.

Q. Currently, as discussed above, the data are not readily-available to-

determine whether performance has changed in field offices as a result of

the new method of caseservice.allocation. Although it appears, on balance,

that an incentive effectisnct intended, some observations can be made

about the potential of the current case service allocation forMula for

positively affecting field office performance, were such an effect intended;

First, the current formula gives much greater weight to population-than

any other factor. If performance\incentives are desired, or become desired
, .

at some future time, e ploration bf alternative weighting schemes'would

be desirable, since currently fully half the weight goes to the factor

-beyond field office co trol. VISICALC, or another electronic Spread sheet,

can be used for this p rpose, as discussed below. Secondly, determining

the level of field office awareness of the formula, its "components and its

effects, would be important. If field office supervisors and counselors,

do not accurately perceive the method by which case service dollars are

allocated, the method cannot be expected to positively influence their,

behavior. Some central office staff believe that only field office super-

visors are aware of the current formula. Some believe that they are aware

but are unaffected by the knowledge. Some report that they are "calloused"

and simply want to be given a "bottom line" figure. Our diScussioni with

regionaf-administrators and field office staff indicate that some, field

office staff are aware of the formula, but have incorrectperceptions of

the specificicomponents of it -- for'example, some believe. ctirrentunemploy-

ment levels in different areas are faCtored into_the formula. Should an

incentive 'effect be desired at this time, or at some'future time, "public

relations" activities with field offices would be important to ensure

accurate perceptions of the formula andto educate field staff about their

ability to influence the amount of resources\available to them.
.

r



What Other Variables Should Be Considered for the Formula?

As mentioned above, the strength of the formula is its consideration

of several of the key conceptual areas that measure need for resources and

effective use of resources, namely population, leve of effort, caseload
( .4

_difficu ,land performance. One conceptual area i not currently repre-

sented, efficiency of use of resources. The Wiscon in Division of Policy

and Budget (DPB) has suggested the incorporation of an efficiency measure

in its papers reviewing cost-variation and performance variation among,

field offices. Specifically, DPB has recommended the use of cost'per

rehabilitation ag a variable measuring office efficiency. Should-WDVR

wish to consider adding an efficiency measureto the formula, BPA suggests

consideration begiven to the following measure of relative office efficiency:

Efficiency, =
\\N

r
I

where = the cost of a rehabilitation for client type "i" in field

i

I

C.
,

1

,
.

office "o" -- t

= client t'pe, defined by first digit disability code and SD/

'NSD status

\k = total IluMber of above client disability types.
, ..

i

\
o = -field Office

= average cost of a
all field offices

rehabilitation for client type "i"

in the state

across.

Essentially, what may look like a complicated formula is'simply the
.

'relative efficiency of each Office in terms of cost per rehabilitation com-

pared to ,average cost per rehabilitation -across theltate. However, rather

than assume caseload composition is similar in every field office, allowance

is made forvariatiou in client types. Thus, cost per.rehabilitation is

"weighted" for the distribution of each client type in the'field
,

and compared to what the Weighted average for that distribution would he

if average costs across the state were used.'



A second area in which DPB might -wish to consider adding or changing

variables is in the area, of, performance. 'While the formUla currently coul.

taihs a measure of effeCtive performance, "# 2(1.7s," this measure has been

subjected to widely known criticisms in the VR field over the years,

primarily centered on its tendency to lead to a "numbers game" emphasiz-

ing numbers of rehabilitations to the potential exclusion of rehabilita-

tion quality. WDVR is clearly already aware of these issues and has

Incorporated other measures of effectiveness into its own perforinance

contracting system (e.g., competitive employment closures)," Considera-

tion might be given to incorporating such a measure.; or other performance

!outcome measures from the performance contracting system, into the formula.

Again, any serious consideration of altering the formula (adding these

or any, other variables, changing\the weights or any other changes), ,should

be based on analysis ("simulatiOn") of the effects
orJ

the alternlative

formula on resource. allocation. VISICALC as illustrated below, cduld be
I

H used for this. Once this deciSion Couldibe
I

made as to w_ether:the,benefits of a ter3ng:.t e'fotmulawou d be s_fficient

to warrant the change.
/.

Suggested criteria to, be considered in determining whether to add a

variable to the formula include:

Are data teadily available, or can they-be made readily

available to measure the variable? For instance, data on

cost per rehabilitation by client. type for each district

office (needed for the suggested efficiency measure) may

not be readily availablw. If so, theoretical considera-

tion of its value' in the formula would,be moot.

How significant is the effect of adding the variable in

changing resource allocation? If simul tion of the alter-

native formula On VISICALC shows little redistribution of

resources-based on altering the formula, it may not be worth

the trouble of revising the current method.

Is tlie formula intended to affect the performance of field"'

offices? If, as discussed, above, no incentive effect-is

intended, it is not clear that there would be signitiCant

benefit from adding_such efficiency-and performance measures.
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VISICALC-SiMulation of. Alternative Formulas
,

To illustrate the use of VISICALC as a managementztool,in evaluating

the current resource allocatiOn,formula, we have used the current formula:

.S0 x % of statewide. estimated population) + (.30 x % of

statewide-26s);+ (.10 x % of statewide severely disabled

cases/On record) "+ (.10 x % of statewide active caseload),

x (available case'service $$)
C

.The illustrations used in Exhibit "A are hypothetical and assume $1,000,000

in case service funds to be allocated across ten hypothetical field offices.

These simple numbers, are used, again, for ease in presentation of VISICALC.'.

T,he datailsed for each of the ten hypothetical fields; offices data
\\

on populatiOn, caseload, etc.) are also'hypothetical. Table 1 is a

VISICALC table. showing the hypothetical allocation of $1 million to the

ten field offices using the current formula. Table 2 is a VISICALC.;table
e., .

showing the typothetical allocatibn of the same $1 million to the same :\

i\

but cang
,,\

ten offices using the.same variables, bhing the 3 1'weights. Table
a .

" ^is a VISICALC table showing the' hypothetical allOcation of thesame'$1
(

, 1

million to the same ten offices, but uses some ;different variables .(i.e., ,-
,.

%of,,statewide competitive employment closures, and % of statewide' unem-

ployed persOns) and some different weights.

It is, quite simple to.see, for of ice and for the distrIbution.

of,offices'as a whole; how each change' in the formula affects the case

service allocation. Generating such',f&ble,:after one, has learried'he

basics of.VI,SICALC, requires nOluireihan an'hoWof managemeht staff!s
:,.

.0'.
time VISICALC,Can easily beusediOaimulate'a whole host of alterna7,

, .

tivei,fbeyeild\those shown in Tables l'7.thrOUgh 3. After a brief introduc-:

,,tion to VISICALC, WDVR staff,canlikrfOM simulations.thai'replicate data

but change elements of the formul'i, replicate the, formula but change data

on the- field offices,..or anycombination:

Exhibit' B describes the VISICALC.variables useein .Tables i throUgh 3
, ,

the

.=
and the-VISICALC,formulaNused. This is all the information needed to

begin the use of VISICALC for simulatin of alternatife case, seivice

allocation formula'g. I.
..,.

.1



Exhibit_ A

Resource Allocation Simula iron

Table 1: Current Weights and Variables
ALLOCATE %POP %26's %SD %CASELD AVAIL $

100000 .1 .1 .1 .1 1000000
104000 .1 .13 .05 .1 1000000
196000 .2 .18 .18 .18 1000000

84000 .09 .06 .12 .09 1000000
142060 .15 .14. 1.09 .16 1000000
125,000 \.1 .15 .18 .12 1000000
160000 .06 .06 .06 .06 ,100000

26000 .12 .14 .12 .12''' 1000000
38000 .04 .03 .05 .04 1000000
31000 \ .04 .01 .05 .03 1000000

1000000
Note:
Weights

Table 2: Current Variables/Equal Weights
ALLOCATE %POP %26 ' s %SD %CASELD AVAIL $

100000 .1 .1
95000 .1 .13 .05

185000 .2 .18 .18
90000 .09 .06 .12

135000 .15 .14 .09
137500 .1 .15 .18

60000 .06 .06 .06
125000 .12 14

r
.12

40000 .04 :03 .05
32500 .04 101 .05

1000000 1\
Note:
Weights

. 1 .1000000

. 1 1000000
. 18 1000000
. 09 1000000

..16 l000000
,.12 1000000( v

.06 1000000\ )

.12 1000000
. 04- '1000000
. 03 1000000

..25" .25 '..25
,

Table 3:. New;-Vdriables and Weights
,

'ALLOCATE %POP ' ' %SD %COMP UNEMPL. , AVAIL $
100000

85000
189000

98600
142000
113000"

63000
124000

41000
-45000.

1000000
Note:

-

,.1 .1 .1 .1' 1000000
.05 .09 -.08 \ 1000000
.18 .16 .25 '1000000

. 9 .12 ,.1 -.08 -1000000
:---.09' .17 .13 1000000

'
1

.1 .18 j/09 .1 1000060
.06 .06 .07 .06 1000000-
.12' .12 .14 --,.1 1000000'

,.04 .05 .03 .06- 1000000- .04' .05 .05 .04 1000000
e

Weights
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Exhibit B

Variables and Formulas Used in VISICALC Tables

Variables Used in VISICALC

For Tables 1 and 2:
j.

Mnemonic
Label Variable

. % POP

ALLOCATE

% 26

% SD

% population

,

Case service
allOcation/

26 Closures

% severely
disabled

VISICALC Label
Description and-Location

% of the state population in
field office an" catchment
area (estimated)

Case service dollars allo-
catecfield office

oftOtal state 26 closures CP
in field'office "n" (-

96'of toialystate :severely:
idisabled cases on recordin

field office "n"

Available
dollars

% of total state cases
record in field-office

-T..,---otal-state case,' service

funds available-for alloca-
tion to field offices

on

For Table

Mnemonic
Label

ALLOCATE

%. POP

Variable

See Table

See Table

% SD See Table

% COMP % competitive

% unemployment

Description

See Table 1 & 2

See Table 1 & 2

See Table 1 & 2

% of total state 26 closures
into competitive employment
in field office "n"

% of total state unemployed
persons in catchment area
of field office "n!'

Fn

VISICALC Label
and Location

See Table

, See Table

C
n

-D
n

-AVAIL' $ :'See Table 1 & 2 Se6":Table 1 & 2 'See Table & 2

-EXHIBIT CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE



Exhibit B (cont.

Yo

Formulas Used in VISICALC Notation

For Table 1:

This formula.uses current Wisconsin:TAT :variables and weights
(excluding recently introduCed per capita ratio)

For Table

An (.1:kEii))* -Fn

This formula uses current Wisconsin DVR variables, but, equal'
weights, to illustrate how simply VISICALC can be usedto simu-
late.alternative weights.

((.4*13n')n

This.formulaAises different variables and different heights,

to 411.Us.trate.hoW simply , VISICALC be used to simtilate,:

alternativeorMUlAS..-
(



WOVR's interest in this topic was for an, outside "fresh look" at its

Performance contracting with field offices. As one individual put it,

"Is it the best it can be?" As with WDVR's use of performance measures

in its case'service allocation formula, the performafice contracting con-

cept is innovative and a very significant contribution to VR management

practices.- As with any innovative approach, it can always bear examina-

tion anIfine-tuning, and the following are recommendations and support-
,

ing materials for that purpose.

,Making thejSystem More Comprehensive

performance contract delineates Performance responsibilities for

both field and central offices, based on the revised national VR evalua-

tion standards. As such-, the system comprehensively covers the basic

elements of performance and proCedural compliance embodied ili the stan-

dards: Prom the perspectiVe of an outside critique,.however, the degree

of comprehensiye coverage of these elements tends to decline as the per-

formance contracting system becomes more specific: No performance expec-

tations (Section III) are specified for field offices for several standaids

(e.g., 4, 6, 7). In many cases, this is due to lack of available data

for measuring performance at-the field office level on a routine basis.

Remedying this situation can only be done over the long term, but BPA

does recommend that, as the MIS capacity of WDVR grows, that fleshing out

of the performance expectations for all standards become a priority,activity.;,

Similarly, the Negotiated Performance Contract (Section IV).with each I

field office includes even fewer targets for field office performance than . I

I

the performanceexpectaiions of Section III. One particular example is

the lack of-a target fOr'Standard 5, Competitive Employment, in spite of

the fact that a very specific performance expectation is established and

the R-300 should provrde.sufficient data, for measuring field,office

performance. Some WDVR staff indicated that the "Negotiated'Perfor-
.

Mance Contract" represents only part of the performanc contract, and

that field offices are measured on ther standards.as.part'of the per-

formance contracting system, but ,t is does not seem to be a"-consensus

/
7

,I



perception. At anY-irate, the syStem Wouldbe-More Clear'Jf all perfor-

imance expectations:were'incorpOrated-into the signedTerformance Contrac.

`Clarifying the Implicationg of the Performance Contract

A:second area for possible fine-tuning, if the performance contract-

ang sygtem is tolbe an effective incentive tool, is that of ensuring that

field office performance on contract targets is clearly tied to existing

"reward systems" within DVR. Among both field and central office staff,

there is currentiy a lack Of clarity on how important performance on con-

tract targets is in the current reward system. Other factors are perceived

by many field an&Icentral office staff to be significantly more important

in salary increases and:advancement thanthe perfOrmance contract. Some

jeethe "outstanding perfOrmande plaque" iiVen:to selected field OfficeS..-

as.Ahe only' direct:result of performance,contracting, but field'offices

arelidt cleat On:how these plaques areawarded. Some point Ourthat many

\\. offices achieved. targets, but only three received awards. And, while,the

plaque is widely perceived to be'based directly on outstanding achieve-

ment of performance contract targets, the formula by which performance

was measured for the award is, in,fact, different from (althoUgh related

to) the performance contract target Variables.

WDVR may, then; wish to tie reward systems for field offices and

field office supervisors (I, do not, mention counselors here because of the

constraints involved in the bargaining unit situation) more clearly and

directly _io the 'achievement of performance contract targets.

Using the:Performance Contract Systems as a Diagnostic. Tool

WDV.R reportsjts long7rangeplan to use the perforMance contracting

system as'one'element in "diagnostic" work with field-offices. If perform

ance is outside of expeCtations for a given office or offices, the ultimate

goal is nottdreward or sanction the.office(s),Iiut toAetermine where,a
.

c,Hproblem lies then'to assist in corrective action. :WDYR:May, be ,particu-

Iarly interested, in thisregard, in some 'Work BPA has-been doinginsdevel.,

oping decision trees for 'just such diagnostic wOrkOnperforMince: The

,'most recent materialscm:these,decision trees are found in The-Rehabilitation



'Executive's Evaluation System (TREES), by Berkeley Planning Associates

(1982).

Developing the MIS Capacity to Support Performance Contracting

As with allocation, one of the.critical constraints in

fine-tuning the system is the-lack of readily available data, on a field

office le el, for measuring performance on the comprehensive range of

variables of interest. Capacity development for MIS field-office level

informatio is thus a priority need. The'ageriey has alreadydone signifi-

cant develo mental work in this regard toward the identification Qf a

third or fo rth generation MIS package, which will be U\ser riendly at

the input stage (e.g., permit easy addition or eeletion of data items)

and at the output stage (e.g., permit field office personel to readily

access data on office perfdrmance, cost, referrals, etc.).


